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Abstract
Relativistic, charged particles present in extensive air showers lead to a coherent
emission of radio pulses which are measured to identify the shower initiating
high-energy cosmic rays. Especially during thunderstorms, there are additional
strong electric ﬁelds in the atmosphere, which can lead to further multiplication
and acceleration of the charged particles and thus have inﬂuence on the form
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and strength of the radio emission. For a reliable energy reconstruction of the
primary cosmic ray by means of the measured radio signal it is very important
to understand how electric ﬁelds aﬀect the radio emission. In addition, lightning
strikes are a prominent source of broadband radio emissions that are visible over
very long distances. This, on the one hand, causes diﬃculties in the detection of
the much lower signal of the air shower. On the other hand the recorded signals
can be used to study features of the lightning development. The detection of
cosmic rays via the radio emission and the inﬂuence of strong electric ﬁelds on
this detection technique is investigated with the LOPES experiment in Karlsruhe,
Germany. The important question if a lightning is initiated by the high electron
density given at the maximum of a high-energy cosmic-ray air shower is also
investigated, but could not be answered by LOPES. But, these investigations
exhibit the capabilities of EAS radio antenna arrays for lightning studies. We
report about the studies of LOPES measured radio signals of air showers taken
during thunderstorms and give a short outlook to new measurements dedicated
to search for correlations of lightning and cosmic rays.
Keywords: Cosmic Rays, Radio Detection, Thunderstorms, Lightning
PACS: 96.50.sd, 87.50.sj, 52.80.mg
1. Introduction
For studying high-energy cosmic rays above ≈ 1015 eV ground based obser-
vatories covering large areas are needed because the ﬂux of the cosmic rays gets
too low at these energies for direct measurements by balloon or satellite bound
experiments. By ground based detection arrays instead, the secondary particles
of an extensive air shower (EAS) generated by the impinging primary cosmic ray
are measured. Beside the standard method of EAS detection with an array of
particle detectors, one possibility to observe these secondary particles is to mea-
sure the radio emission that is produced by the electrons and positrons due to
their deﬂection in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. This radio emission gives an inte-
grated measurement all over the shower development in the atmosphere contrary
to particle detectors that only record a footprint of the shower at observation
level. In contrast to the ﬂuorescence or Cherenkov detection technique, where
also the longitudinal shower development is observed by means of the EAS’s elec-
tromagnetic emission, radio signals can be measured at night- and daytime [12].
The radio detection technique can complement the information gained by particle
∗Corresponding authors
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detectors as well as can be operated as a stand alone detection technique. The
problem of this technique lies in the weak signal compared to the ambient noise.
But, with highly sensitive radio antenna arrays most of the noise sources can be
identiﬁed and the data corrected for [18], except one of the most disturbing noise
source formed by the radio emission of lightning strikes.
Lightnings have been explored for a very long time, but the mechanism that
leads to the discharging process is still not fully understood [7]. There are several
theories that could explain the sudden electric breakdown, where a very intriguing
theory predicts that lightning strikes might be initiated by cosmic rays. To
validate this theory, cosmic rays and lightning strikes need to be measured at
the same place and time. As lightning observations are most eﬀective in radio or
X-ray due to the given transparency of the thunderclouds in these wavelengths,
it seems natural to use EAS radio antenna arrays for such measurements.
The digital radio antenna array LOPES [10, 13] was designed and built to
perform the proof-of-principle of the EAS radio detection technique. LOPES is
co-located and combined with the air-shower detector KASCADE-Grande [2, 3].
KASCADE-Grande is a multi-detector air-shower experiment located in Karl-
sruhe, Germany, and consists of diﬀerent particle-detector devices to measure all
kinds of secondary particles in a large primary energy range of 1014 − 1018 eV.
In order to study the eﬀect of large atmospheric electric ﬁelds on the EAS
radio signal present during thunderstorms, detailed investigations are performed
at LOPES. It is shown that LOPES is able to detect air showers and, in addition,
lightning strikes. Hence, LOPES can be used as a lightning mapping array and
the correlation between EAS and lightning strikes is studied by getting the posi-
tion and time of the lightning strike from LOPES and the air shower data from
KASCADE-Grande. So far no correlation is seen, but with the technology used at
LOPES the quality of the information as a lightning mapping array is rather low.
However, by deploying lightning mapping systems that are particularly designed
for lightning detection, see [17], e.g., a far better time and spatial resolution of
the lightning can be achieved. In addition, an increase of the lightning statistics
would be desirable as the area covered by LOPES and KASCADE-Grande is
small compared to the size of thunderstorm clouds. A future project will com-
bine all these by deploying special designed lightning detectors at a large area
cosmic ray surface experiment. By covering a huge area and having high quality
information of both, lightning strikes and cosmic rays, one will be able to decide
whether there is a correlation between lightning strikes and cosmic rays or not.
In this article we summarize the activities within LOPES with respect to
thunderstorm observations and brieﬂy discuss the prospects of future projects.
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2. EAS Observations by Radio Antenna Arrays
The measurement of cosmic ray induced air showers can be performed with
diﬀerent detection techniques. One of these techniques is the analysis of the
radio pulses emitted by the electromagnetic component of an air shower. Using
this method a complementary measurement to the settled technique of particle
detectors is achieved. Several radio antenna arrays have been built or are going
to be constructed, where LOPES in Karlsruhe served as the ground breaker for
this cosmic ray detection technique. The Auger Engineering Radio Array AERA
at the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina, presently being constructed, is the
ﬁrst array of a large scale application of the technique [20].
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Figure 1: Example of an EAS detection by the LOPES antenna array. Top: Bandwidth nor-
malized field strength in µV/m/MHz vs. time in µ s. The traces of all 30 LOPES channels are
shown. Bottom: Cross-correlation beam and Gaussian fit. The cross-correlation beam assigns
time dependence of the averaged coherent part of the radio power received from the extensive
air shower.
By an interferometric standard analysis of a radio pulse measured by a dedi-
cated radio antenna array several shower parameters can be determined, e.g. the
arrival direction and the energy of the primary particle, or the shower maximum
and therefore the mass of the incoming cosmic ray. To reconstruct these quan-
tities several steps have to be performed in such an analysis, where in the case
of LOPES this is done as follows: To link the measured raw ADC counts with
the ﬁeld strength of the radio pulse the attenuation of the complete signal chain
is investigated using an external source to calibrate the signal. The raw ADC
counts for individual events are corrected for the electronic delay, attenuation,
and dispersion by shifting the time traces and by multiplying the calibration fac-
tors. After that the narrow band noise is suppressed, where for this procedure the
data are Fourier transformed from the time to the frequency domain. Although
the pulses are ﬁltered to a bandwidth where no broadcasting stations are oper-
ating in Karlsruhe, i.e. 40 to 80MHz, several narrow band noise sources can be
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seen in the spectra. Then, the reconstruction begins using the arrival direction
of the cosmic ray measured by KASCADE-Grande as starting value. Taking into
account the direction sensitive antenna characteristics, a so called beam forming
is done. Such a beam forming is an iterative procedure to ﬁnd the coherent part
of the received signal in many antennas by shifting artiﬁcially the times until the
direction is found where the coherent signal has its maximum. The beam forming
in case of LOPES is based on the calculation of the cross-correlation value, which
has a higher sensitivity to the coherent part of the signal than, e.g., a simple
power beam. Calculating the cross-correlation beam leads to an increase of the
signal-to-noise ratio, because the coherent part of a signal is ampliﬁed and the
incoherent part, the noise, is suppressed. This way the entire antenna array is
used and even EAS signals that are not seen in individual antennas are recon-
structed. Since LOPES is sampling in the second Nyquist domain no information
is lost, though the signal is recorded with a lower sampling rate than the highest
frequency of the bandwidth to keep the recorded data small and save disk space.
By an up-sampling procedure the original information is recovered.
Figure 1 shows the time traces of all 30 LOPES antennas and the correspond-
ing cross-correlation beam for an individual radio detected cosmic ray event. The
time distribution of the cross-correlation beam values (top panel of Figure 1) is
ﬁtted with a Gaussian function in order to obtain the radio EAS observables,
where the most important is the ﬁeld strength value at the maximum of the
Gaussian function (bottom panel of Figure 1). This ﬁeld strength value is di-
rectly correlated with the energy of the primary cosmic ray, only corrected for
the geometry of the shower, i.e. arrival direction and position of incidence on
observation level with respect to the antenna positions.
So far, LOPES has detected more than a thousand high-energy cosmic ray
events serving as input on detailed analysis of the radio signal and the under-
standing of the radio emission in air showers in order to pave the way for large
scale applications of the technique [13].
3. Atmospheric Electric Field during Thunderstorms
The exact measurement of the atmospheric electric ﬁeld with a high time
resolution is very important to provide information for the radio detection of
cosmic ray induced air showers. The radiation in the radio regime is emitted
by the propagating electrons and positrons of an air shower mainly due to their
time dependent spatial (charge) separation in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. The
atmospheric electric ﬁeld has an inﬂuence on the propagation of the charged
particles of the shower and therefore on the radio emission. Only knowledge of
the ﬁeld allows detailed studies of the inﬂuence of the atmospheric electric ﬁeld
on the radio emission.
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Figure 2: Electric field measured by an E-field mill. Top: During fair weather conditions.
Bottom: During a thunderstorm, where discontinuities and jumps in the electric field strength
are seen. In addition, a much higher field strength than during fair weather is measured.
To measure the atmospheric electric ﬁeld a ﬁeld mill is used. With such a
device it is possible to record the vertical electrical ﬁeld between the lowest cloud
layer and the ground. The electric ﬁeld strength gives clear evidences whether
there are fair weather conditions or a close thunderstorm.
During fair weather conditions, the atmospheric electric ﬁeld experiences only
small changes between −100 and −200 Vm−1. The amplitudes increase when rain
clouds cross over but the changes are on large time scales. During thunderstorms
the ﬁeld strength can reach values up to±20 kVm−1 and there are sudden changes
in the electric ﬁeld occurring on a very short time scale, see ﬁgure 2.
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Figure 3: Scheme of the influence of an additional electric field on the electrons and positrons
of an air shower. On the left hand side no additional electric field is shown. In the middle, an
electric field parallel to the direction of the air shower is shown which leads to an acceleration
of the positrons and a deceleration of the electrons. On the right hand side, an electric field
which is perpendicular to the shower direction is shown which results in a stronger deflection of
the electrons and positrons (from reference Buitink et al. [6]).
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4. Influence of Atmospheric Electric Fields on Radio Detection of EAS
An additional or strongly varying atmospheric electric ﬁeld can lead to diﬀer-
ent strengths and geometries of the radio emission from charged particles, in par-
ticular secondaries from a cosmic-ray air shower in the Earth’s atmosphere [6, 5].
In ﬁgure 3, this eﬀect is schematically shown. The electric ﬁeld in thunderclouds,
especially within the convective region, can reach values up to ±100 kVm−1. With
radio antenna arrays, like e.g. LOPES, this eﬀect can be seen in the observation
of cosmic rays by recording an ampliﬁed or weakened radio signal during thunder-
storms and extreme weather conditions. In order to detect a thunderstorm a ﬁeld
mill has been installed at the LOPES site [14] serving as a monitoring and veto
device for the LOPES analysis. One example for such an ampliﬁcation can be
seen in ﬁgure 4 where two events with very similar shower geometry and primary
energy are shown. The ﬁrst event was recorded during fair weather conditions
with no observable radio signal in the trace which should occur at about −1.8 µs.
This is expected for the low estimated primary energy by KASCADE-Grande
observations of 5.4 · 1016 eV. The incoherent signal starting at −1.75 µs is as-
signed to detector noise from the KASCADE particle detectors. This air shower
arrived at the KASCADE array with φ = 110.39 ◦ and θ = 31.5 ◦, where φ is
the KASCADE reconstructed azimuth of the shower direction and θ the zenith
angle. The second event is an air shower with φ = 110.35 ◦ and θ = 32.1 ◦ and an
even lower energy estimated to 4.3 ·1016 eV. The average distance of the antennas
to the shower core is also in the same order for both events. In the time trace
of this event a coherent radio pulse at -1.8 µs is observed, but for that energy
no radio signal is expected. Most likely explanation for such a clear detection
is the ampliﬁcation of the EAS radio signal in the strong electric ﬁelds of the
thundercloud present at that time.
The energy threshold for triggering LOPES by KASCADE-Grande is lower
than the possible detection threshold (5 · 1016 eV) at the site of LOPES with
its industrial environment and high noise level. Because of that only in a small
fraction of the triggered events a radio pulse can be observed. In a fraction of
(0.96±0.12)·10−2 of the events recorded during fair weather conditions a coherent
radio signal has been seen. In 2007 and 2008 approximately two full days of
data were recorded at periods of thunderstorms. Because of these low statistics
only few such corresponding fair weather - thunderstorm partner events could be
analyzed. But the fraction of events that were recorded during thunderstorms and
that show a coherent signal is with (2.39±0.27) ·10−2 about a factor two to three
higher than in fair weather conditions. This results in 81 events that are recorded
during thunderstorms having a cross-correlation beam above threshold. It serves
as a clear indication that strong atmospheric electric ﬁelds during thunderstorms
have an inﬂuence on the radio emission of cosmic ray air showers and might more
likely amplify the signal than attenuate it. For smaller atmospheric electrical
7
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Figure 4: Bandwidth normalized field strength in µV/m/MHz vs. time in µ s for two events with
similar geometry and primary energy. Top: Time traces of an event recorded during fair weather
conditions, where no coherent signal can be seen. The increase in some of the traces starting
at −1.75µ s is assigned to detector noise from the KASCADE particle detectors. Bottom: Time
traces of a similar event which was recorded during a thunderstorm. The amplified coherent
signal from the direction of the air shower at −1.8µ s is clearly visible.
ﬁelds there might be no big eﬀect [6] but recent investigations have shown that
strong atmospheric electric ﬁelds without thunderstorm that can occur in rain
clouds also have an inﬂuence on the radio emission but the number of events
recorded during such conditions are even lower [? ].
The aim of such studies is that by knowing the inﬂuence of electric ﬁelds
on the radio emission in EAS the radio signal recorded during extreme weather
conditions can be corrected for and therefore these periods are not lost for the
analysis. This could lead to an uptime for the radio detection technique close
to 100%, which is important as the ﬂux of high-energy cosmic rays is very low.
For the time being the atmospheric monitoring is used as veto for the standard
operation of radio antenna arrays such as LOPES.
5. Radio Background during Thunderstorms
To achieve the desired timing accuracy for beam forming reconstruction a ref-
erence antenna (beacon) was installed at LOPES. The beacon emits constant sine
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waves at 63.5, 68.1MHz and (since end of 2010) 53.1MHz which form a consider-
able background of the measurements during fair weather. During thunderstorms
the general ambient background is much higher and in addition radio signal from
lightning strikes contribute to the background. In ﬁgure 5 two average back-
ground frequency spectra are shown. The upper spectrum was recorded during
fair weather conditions. The narrow band noise and the peaks of the beacon
signals are clearly seen. The lower part of the ﬁgure shows a spectrum taken dur-
ing thunderstorm conditions. Here, the beacon signals and other narrow band
noise sources can hardly be identiﬁed over the high broadband radio emission.
As the beacon signals are overlapped in such periods the recorded events cannot
be analyzed.
Another aspect that makes it impossible to analyze individual events are the
fact that the sensitive electronics needed to observe the weak radio signals from
cosmic-ray air showers are saturated by the strong signals from lightnings.
Figure 5: Logarithm of the mean amplitude of background frequency spectra in arbitrary units.
Top: Background spectrum recorded during fair weather conditions, where a lot of narrow band
noise sources are observed as small peaks. Bottom: Background spectrum recorded during a
thunderstorm. The much higher broad band background level exceeds nearly all narrow band
noise peaks including the beacon signals needed for the event-to-event time calibration.
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To be competitive with other EAS detection techniques it is aspired to trigger
on the radio pulse only, in order to be independent from external triggers, e.g.
by particle detectors. Within LOPESSTAR [4] such a self-trigger technique is
under development. The trigger condition is based beside other conditions on
the pulse shape. To avoid wrong trigger decisions that arise from thunderstorms
it is important to know the characteristics of non-EAS short pulses, e.g.generated
by lightning.
6. Problem of Lightning Initiation
One of the most extreme weather conditions mankind can think of are thunder-
storms and lightning. Although these appearances are known for a very long time
and have been the focus of many studies, the mechanism that leads to the ﬁnal
electric breakdown is still not well known. The ﬁeld strengths of the electric
ﬁelds in thunderclouds are large, but too small for a classical breakdown. One
mechanism that could explain how a breakdown can happen with smaller electric
ﬁeld strengths are relativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREA). These RREA
occur at a certain critical ﬁeld strength when the cross-section of the electron-
electron interaction gets smaller which leads to ionization losses that are smaller
compared to the energy gain at the critical ﬁeld strength. This results in a net
energy gain of the electrons and an increasing number of electrons. This is since
the electrons coming from the ionization are also accelerated and again produce
new unbound electrons. This mechanism can only take place when the number
of unbound electrons that can be accelerated, the seed electrons, is high enough
within the strong electric ﬁeld of a thundercloud. A source that can provide these
seed electrons are cosmic ray induced air showers. During an air shower develop-
ment up to 106 electrons and positrons can be generated on a very limited area,
which is the location of the shower maximum, typically in a height of 3-8 km
above seal level. These particles are then accelerated in the strong electric ﬁeld
of the thundercloud and lead to a RREA which results in a breakdown, called
RRB, relativistic runaway breakdown. So, cosmic rays could be the initiator for
lightning by providing the seed electrons for a RREA [8].
7. Radio Signal from Lightning Strikes
The jumps and discontinuities in the electric ﬁeld are clear evidences for
thunderstorms and are used at LOPES to change the data acquisition into the
so-named thunderstorm mode [14]. During this special mode the recorded time
traces are roughly eight times longer than the usual 0.82 ms and 6.55 ms of data
taken for each triggered event, where the pre-trigger time of 0.41 ms remains the
same. This is done to be able to look for timely extended lightning signals in the
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recorded traces visible after the EAS signal, see an example in ﬁgure 6. A dis-
charging process like a lightning is always accompanied by strong electric ﬁelds in
thunderclouds and always emits broadband electromagnetic radiation [15]. The
radiation can be observed in the radio regime over long distances with antenna
arrays originally designed to detect the radio emission from cosmic-ray air show-
ers. The time structure of the signal can be very diﬀerent depending on the
distance and the nature of the discharging process. Figure 6 shows a lightning
signal recorded by all antennas of the LOPES array.
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Figure 6: Example for time traces of the 30 LOPES antennas recorded in the thunderstorm mode
for a KASCADE triggered air shower. Whereas the cosmic ray event triggering the readout is
visible as small peak in the beginning of the traces, in this particular event a lightning strike
occurs approximately 4 ms after the EAS. Structures in the radio emission of this lightning are
very nicely resolved in all 30 antennas.
Discharges located in clouds with altitudes between 5 and 20 km above sea
level can produce very short and strong pulses that are described as narrow
bipolar pulses by [11]. It could be an interesting question to investigate if such
short pulses seen in ﬁgure 6 just in front of the large emission from the lightning
strike are generated by relativistic runaway breakdowns (RBB) and if such RRB’s
are always present at the initiation of lightning strikes.
Discharges within or between clouds or from cloud to ground result in signals
that are lasting longer than RRBs or EAS signals (see ﬁgure 6). This gives us
the possibility to calculate for many successive time slots and in every direction
of the sky the cc-beam value and to combine them into a skymap. Typically the
cross-correlation beam is used, since the signal from lightning strikes is coherent,
but if desired also the power beam (averaged power of all antennas in a certain
direction) is used to generate the skymap. By this procedure the lightning de-
11
ìFigure 7: This figure shows a skymap of a lightning recorded with LOPES, where for each cell
the amplitude of the cross-correlation beam is displayed. The whole sky is shown with the
zenith in the center of the plot and the horizon at the edge. The lightning can bee seen as the
strong signal in the North-Northwest (circle). The signals spread over the whole sky are due
to the grating lobes of the antenna array which is a well understood artifact of skymapping in
astronomy and only dependent on the geometry of the antenna positions on ground. The event
corresponds to the traces shown in figure 6 and the star assigns the location of the detected
EAS in this event.
velopment is observed and the location of origin, the type and the direction of
the lightning is reconstructed. For the principles of lightning observation using
radio interferometers see also [16]. For example the lightning strike displayed in
ﬁgure 7 (which corresponds to the time traces shown in Figure 6) is a cloud-
to-cloud lightning as the track does not reach the horizon. This example shows
the capabilities of EAS radio antenna arrays to investigate in detail the radio
emission from individual lightning discharges.
8. Correlations of EAS and Lightnings
To study the possibility of cosmic rays causing lightning strikes there are two
correlations to investigate, the time and the spatial connections of air showers
12
and lightning.
To investigate the timely correlation, at LOPES a lightning is detected by the
E-ﬁeld mill, where a jump in the electric ﬁeld corresponds to a discharge process.
If cosmic-ray air showers induce these lightning strikes they should be observed by
KASCADE-Grande or LOPES shortly before the lightning. In ﬁgure 8, the time
diﬀerences between jumps in the electric ﬁeld with detected cosmic ray events is
shown. The time binning of one second is determined by the time resolution of
the electric ﬁeld mill used at the LOPES site. In order to investigate system-
atically introduced uncertainties, similar plots with same dataset but artiﬁcially
introduced time delays to scramble the possible correlation were produced. These
studies resulted in only statistically insigniﬁcant enhancements at tdiff = 0.
The time resolution of the electric ﬁeld mill is too low for such an analysis,
but is high enough to determine whether there is a thunderstorm or not. To see
a time correlation between cosmic-ray air showers and lightnings, a better time
resolution is necessary. This can be provided by LOPES, but the statistics for
such an analysis is still too low at LOPES. In addition, the area where EAS can
be detected is much smaller than the sensitive area for lightning strikes, which
also worsen the search for time correlations.
A more promising correlation study between cosmic rays and lightning is the
search for a combined spatial and time correlation. To study this it is essential
to detect lightnings with a high spatial resolution and to detect cosmic-ray air
showers with a high eﬃciency and also a good spatial resolution. For the lightning
detection a LOPES like array can be used as a combined lightning mapping
and EAS detection array. The direction of the lightning can be determined by
calculating the cross-correlation beam in every direction of the sky. A calculated
skymap is shown in ﬁgure 7, where an intracloud discharge can be seen. A star
marks the direction of the air shower arriving shortly before the lightning. In
this event and also in others no correlation could be observed. To improve the
searching for spatial correlations a better detection of the lightning and especially
the lightning development is needed. Not only the direction where the lightning
happened is of interest but also the path of the lightning and whether a cosmic-
ray air shower passed there at the start of the lightning or somewhere near.
The path of the air shower can be observed very well and reconstructed with
KASCADE-Grande and LOPES. The development of the lightning is diﬃcult to
reconstruct with the given instruments since LOPES was not designed for that
kind of studies and still the covered area is too small.
9. Future Investigations
The LOPES experiment, which will stop operation by 2011, experienced some
changes in hardware, but still will be able to measure in the thunderstorm mode in
13
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Figure 8: Time correlation between lightning and air-shower events. Shown is the time difference
between cosmic-ray event and lightning, where the lightning is detected by an electric field mill.
the summer period 2011. Now, LOPES consists of 10 antenna stations with each
having three simple dipole antennas sensitive to the east-west, north-south, and
vertical polarization direction, respectively. This makes the antenna array more
sensitive, in particular to signals arriving from more inclined sources, i.e. from the
horizon. In addition, electric ﬁeld mills, an additional small lightning mapping
array, and three antennas sensitive to radiation in the kHz frequency range will
be active during the thunderstorm periods. In particular the kHz-information
can be very useful for a combined multi-parameter observation of air-shower and
lightning, as lightning strikes are strong emitters in these frequency domains. The
KASCADE-Grande detector stations will be used to study the particle densities
during a thunderstorm.
Among diﬀerent possible techniques, radio observations with dedicated an-
tenna arrays are most suitable to follow the lightning development in time and
space with highest resolution. Such lightning mapping arrays (LMA) [17] are
devices especially designed to better measure the initiation and generation of
lightning and can be used - when co-located to air-shower experiments - to inves-
tigate the inﬂuence of thunderstorms and lightning on the air shower detection by
particle detectors. The ”Lightning Air Shower Study” project LASS as a part of
the Pierre Auger Observatory [1] is in this sense the next generation experiment
for lightning and thunderstorm investigations in combination with an air-shower
experiment. LASS will help to better understand the development of lightning
as well as to investigate the inﬂuence of thunderstorms and lightning to the air
shower detection by particle detectors, by ﬂuorescence telescopes, and by radio
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antenna arrays such as LOPES or AERA, where AERA will be combined with
the lightning mapping array.
By deploying diﬀerent types of radio antennas and highly sensitive electric
ﬁeld mills a lightning can be observed with a spatial resolution of around 10m
and time resolution of about 40 ns [19]. Data from the LMA stations can then be
combined to provide three-dimensional images of the lightning channels, including
lightning initiation positions and times of occurrence. Each LMA station records
peak signal magnitude and time in every 80µs interval in a quiet 6 MHz VHF
band at typically 63 MHz.
The goals of such a project are the determination of a possible correlation be-
tween lightning and cosmic-ray air showers, to study the eﬀects of strong electric
ﬁelds on the radio emission of EAS, to study the inﬂuence of strong electric ﬁelds
or thunderstorms on the particle component of EAS and to investigate whether
distant lightnings harm the performance of the ﬂuorescence detectors. For that
purposes the installation within an existing EAS experiment, such as the Pierre
Auger Observatory, is ideal. Both projects could proﬁt from each other as light-
ning can also aﬀect the air-shower measurements by producing a broadband light
ﬂash that can harm ﬂuorescence measurements over long distances. The X- and
gamma rays produced by lightning strikes can irradiate the particle detectors and
cause background. The moving charge in a lightning causes also emission in the
MHz range which causes additional radio background. The strong atmospheric
electric ﬁelds during thunderstorms can seriously have an inﬂuence on the par-
ticle distributions of charged particles from an EAS in the atmosphere, which
strongly aﬀects the correct reconstruction of this air shower.
10. Conclusion
The LOPES experiment has provided the proof of principle for the radio detec-
tion technique of high-energy cosmic rays and has made key contributions to the
understanding of the radio emission physics such as the predominantly geomag-
netic origin of the emission. LOPES signiﬁcantly contributes to the calibration
of the shower radio emission in the primary energy range of 1016 eV to 1018 eV.
I.e., is investigating in detail the correlation of the measured ﬁeld strength with
the primary cosmic ray parameters, in particular the arrival direction, the energy
and the mass. The radio detection technique has a high reliability in all but the
most extreme weather conditions, as for example the reconstructed energy of an
air shower is inﬂuenced by electric ﬁelds during thunderstorms, but not at normal
weather conditions leading to a larger fraction of events with a detected coherent
signal. Therefore it is mandatory for antenna air-shower arrays to monitor the
electric ﬁeld of the atmosphere.
Lightning strikes are one of the most extreme weather appearances that can
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occur in nature. Although they have been analyzed for a very long time, the basic
mechanism that leads to the ﬁnal breakdown is still not known. By observing
lightning strikes in the radio regime the strikes can be observed looking through
the thunderclouds since these are transparent for radio waves. This gives huge
advantage to the studies of lightning in the radio regime over optical observa-
tions. Clouds are opaque for optical transmission which makes it impossible to
observe lightning strikes properly. With the radio antenna array LOPES light-
ning strikes could be observed, although LOPES was not especially designed for
that. LOPES was built within the existing cosmic-ray air shower experiment
KASCADE-Grande. This allowed ﬁrst low-level studies of correlations between
cosmic rays and lightning strikes, by analyzing the air-shower properties given
by KASCADE-Grande and the geometry of the lightning strike observed with
LOPES. These ﬁrst analyses showed no signiﬁcant correlation between cosmic
rays and lightning strikes.
The LOPES results are interesting and veriﬁed the capabilities of such arrays
in lightning studies, but because of the drawbacks of a small area covered and
short time traces recorded a ﬁnal conclusion is not possible yet. To draw a ﬁnal
conclusion whether cosmic rays induce lightning strikes or not, more sophisti-
cated studies with devices that are specially designed for that purpose need to be
performed. This will be realized by future experimental devices, such as LASS,
where high tech air shower analyses and lightning detection over a huge area can
be combined.
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